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i.  introduction


In September 2004, I arrived at Melel Xojobal, in San Cristóbal de Las Casas, México, as a JJCF/Lewis Hine Documentary Fellow.  My general goal for the fellowship was to use documentary work (in the social documentary tradition) as a tool to support and strengthen Melel’s mission to accompany indigenous children and families in processes of empowerment and dignification.  Now, with a year past, two points stand out in my mind as the central learning experience of the fellowship:  first, what an intriguing, if at times unconventional, tool the documentary medium can be for NGOs; second, that its utility is much broader than I had imagined. 

In general, the documentary medium offers humanitarian organizations avenues towards consciousness-raising and educational experiences for the public, and towards internal organizational reflection and reform.  In all of these activities, documentary work is a tool for making child participation an institutional reality.  Child participation involves both allowing children the opportunity to express themselves as well as creating formal spaces and decision-making structures in which their opinions are listened to and respected.  Documentary work is a natural medium for both elements of participation.

The process of exploring new territory in the relationship of documentary, humanitarian work, and child participation has taken especially strong hold at Melel.  Melel has a history of valuing the documentary process and continues to see the documentary medium as an important tool for institutional growth.  As part of that process, Melel has asked me to stay on another year to help further the work begun during the fellowship.  In this report, which represents the culmination of my time as a JJCF/Hine Fellow but not as staff at Melel, I’d like to share a synthesis of the inroads made in the last year:  namely, a conceptual framework of the potential roles of documentary work in humanitarian organizations, and, where applicable, specific strategies that exemplify these roles.  I begin with brief reflections on the nature of documentary and from there elaborate on how documentary can help an organization further its cause externally and grow internally. 
 

ii.  reflections on documentary 

The heart of documentary is about changing an audience’s understanding of the world in which it encounters itself.  Documentary works are portraits—of situations, persons, places, issues—that present “information” in a way that impulses reflection and, hopefully, that transforms a viewer’s perspectives. The genre’s distinct power to evoke these changes comes from its transcendence of limiting boundaries between the “factual” and the “artistic,” the “informative” and the “emotional,” the “objective” and the “subjective.” Be it written, photographic, film or audio documentary, projects share a common essence, the potential to create awakenings and shifts within the interior self.

One such awakening that often happens for the viewer is a sense of relationship, be it of deepening an already existing connection, or, of becoming connected to someone or something that previously felt apart (the “other”).  In these documentaries, insight, compassion, and aesthetics combine to form portraits of the human experience that are calls to solidarity.  Empathy emerges, with all of its possibilities, in the moments that a viewer’s sees parts of herself reflected in what may be very unexpected mirrors. 

With truth telling (in the subjective sense) and the creation of empathy as core characteristics, it is no surprise that documentary’s roots are intimately linked with the movement for social justice. The momentum so characteristic of documentary work—the viewer’s response on both “head” and “gut” levels—is the core promise of documentary as a political tool.  In personalizing experiences of injustice and struggle, social documentaries demand a descent from the ivory tower and an answer to the question:  now that you know, what will you do?  

In this sense, documentary is a link between the actual and the utopic.  An audience’s contemplation of “what-is” leads by extension to the contemplation of “what is not,” and from there, “what could be.”  At its best, documentary begs the audience—begs us—to know deeply where we are, to dream about where we want to be, and, upon leaving the gallery, the theater, the book—to construct our part of that vision.

iii.  JJCF/Lewis Hine documentary fellowship:  2003-2004

All the qualities inherent to documentary mentioned in the previous section make the documentary medium an especially powerful tool for humanitarian organizations. Based on my experience at Melel, the roles of documentary work within organizations can be classified into four broad, interrelated categories:

1)  Documentary Work as Advocacy 
2)  Documentary Work in Education
3)  Documentary Work in Reporting and Public Relations
4)  Documentary Work in Institutional Capacity Building 


1.  Documentary Work as Advocacy

With media as an increasingly central component in the international humanitarian movement, we as societies have become familiar as perhaps never before with social documentaries.  Videos and photos about communities struggling with poverty in remote parts of the world; radio documentaries about armed conflicts and human rights violations; traveling exhibits that offer glimpses into children’s challenges and dreams: the documentary realm continues to expand in the modern collective consciousness.  Non-governmental organizations, foundations, and other social institutions in many parts of the world have recognized the role that social documentary work can play in accomplishing their mission; “advocacy” products, as they are called, are the new investments of organizations of all types.  Advocacy products educate the “public”—policy-makers, government workers, citizens—about important social issues and the work organizations do to confront them.   As such, they are part of the social documentary tradition and are a growingly powerful medium for widespread moral quorum and political mobilization.  

Documentary-work-as-advocacy is the role of documentary in organizations with which NGOs are perhaps the most comfortable and experienced.  In recent years both the Jennifer Jessica Cohen Foundation and the Lewis Hine Documentary Fellows Program have helped young documentarians help NGOs create documentaries that have become responsible and just advocacy products.  On a personal level, advocacy products are part of my plan for the next year at Melel; however, my work this year has focused on exploring documentary work in the context of the other three categories mentioned above. 


2.  Documentary Work in Education

In all respects advocacy and education are highly linked.  Yet between the two there may be basic differences in form and function.  (All documentary-work-as-advocacy projects are educational in the sense that the audience comes away with new knowledge or feelings; however not all are structured to serve as formal educational experiences.)   In using the term “education,” I refer to two strategies in which documentary work enters into educational pursuits:

a)  Documentary work as an educational strategy in intervention programs.  
Documentary tools (cameras, tape recorders, etc) may be given to children or adults as part of a process in which they have the agency to document the issues important to their lives, and hence, to express their thoughts, feelings, and opinions.  As an educational strategy, the participatory documentary process both contributes to the intellectual, emotional, and psychosocial development of the children or adults who take part, as well as offers institutions the opportunity to challenge traditional power structures by valuing knowledge produced on the local level.

b)  Documentary work in the production of formal educational materials. 
At Melel we have been working on how to create educational products—workshop materials, teachers’ guides, children’s books—whose basis are documentary materials (photos, writing, drawing, recordings).  Real life, and real people, become the substance of education; the “educational material” is authored less to traditional “teaching”—that is, the passing on of established bodies of knowledge from expert to student—and more to the facilitation of reflection and analysis:  that is, the collaborative construction of knowledge among contributors, editors, and readers. 

Projects

*  “Conceptos Calle” (educational material):  

Conceptos Calle is a CD and reflection guide designed to help NGOs and other institutions reflect on and define institutional policy about issues related to children and street life.  The CD is an edited compilation of candid digital recordings made during organizational workshops and roundtables.  During these workshops, staff discussed the conditions that children confront while working in the street, the cultural environment that affects their encounters with street life, and the structural mechanisms—both societal and governmental—that influence their situations.  


The CD is composed of five short sound pieces (“The Word ‘Street’”; “What is a Child?”; “Those Who Work”; “Ties”; “What They Look For”) and is accompanied by a workshop manual.  In the manual, each sound piece has a corresponding chapter that contains a series of questions about issues raised in the piece.  The workshop manual is intended to be a tool that organizations or groups can use to structure discussion and reflection.  Melel is currently in the process of producing copies of Conceptos Calle (CD and didactic guide) to share with other organizations working with indigenous working children in Latin America.  

*  Book Project (educational strategy and educational material):

Parent workshops are part of Melel’s holistic methodology of working with children.  Since its inception, Arrumacos, the early childhood education project in Melel, has held monthly workshops for the single working mothers whose children are part of the program.  The majority of these women have migrated to the San Cristóbal for economic reasons (most work as domestic laborers), have limited educational backgrounds, and live alone in marginalized sections of the city.  This year we are focusing the workshops on cultural aspects of identity, specifically, as a participatory documentary process in which the mothers are creating stories that will be compiled into a children’s book to be published by Melel.  After nearly eight months of written and drawn exercises focused on general aspects of self and identity, each mother has now chosen her topic and is in the process of writing (or recording) her story, as well as making photographs and drawings for illustration.  

The story process is in and of itself an educational strategy for working with the mothers:  it is designed to reinforce a sense of pride in their own experiences and wisdom, as well as to support their self-concept as active agents in the creation of knowledge about their cultures and in transmission of that knowledge to the next generation.  At the same time, this educational strategy has as its end goal the production of an educational material, the book of children’s stories.  Melel’s plans are to use the book as an educational material for the children in Arrumacos, as well as in Melel’s other projects.  We also believe that, accompanied by a didactic guide (similar to Conceptos Calle), the book could be a resource in other educational settings:  including daycare centers, schools, and possibly institutes of higher education (as a cultural text.)


3.  Documentary Work in Reporting and Public Relations

This third category in the list of roles of documentary work in organizations is based on documentary’s evocative power in transmitting portraits of NGO programming.  Many organizations are accustomed to writing about what they do, and, perhaps, to including some level of photographic documentation as supporting material to a body of text.  However, program descriptions based primarily on creative visual and audio representations (not just as “supporting” elements) can transmit the “essence” of a project in ways that both complexify and lend emotional intensity to written descriptions.  

NGOs can take advantage of such documentary techniques in sharing their programming with funders, with other organizations, with the general public, as well as with the populations with whom they work.  In my experience, many organizations are well aware of the benefits of creative documentation in regards to reporting directed at funders; a less examined aspect is the role of documentary work in public relations and community organizing.  How do we explain the work we do to communities with whom we would like to collaborate? How do we report to the populations with whom we currently collaborate about the work that has been done and its results?  

Documentary work can be used to create “explicatory” materials that, when used with program participants, become, effectively, tools that enable informed participation, institutional transparency, and the giving back of information to communities. Audiovisual documentation has the benefit of being accessible to a much wider segment of the population than written material; additionally, in its ability to intrigue, surprise, and move, it can be a form of communication more effective than standard spoken presentations. 

Projects

*  Program “Spots”
This year a sound piece was produced for Melel’s Snail Chanvunal project.  Snail brings an alternative education program, focused on issues of violence and discrimination, to indigenous working children in the public school system. Children were interviewed about the work they did in the program, what they were learning, and how they viewed their experience.  These interviews were then edited into a sound piece designed to give listeners a sense of what happens in the project.  The sound piece is constructed around the premise that the best way to describe programming is to give participating children the opportunity to speak about it.

The resulting sound piece has served as a community-organizing tool.  As part of their negotiations to begin work in a new school, the team used the sound piece as a core element in their presentations to the community council, the school board, the parents’ association, and the students.  Along with visual materials, the sound piece helped make Melel’s work understandable, and to some degree, tangible:  in addition to the emotion they expressed while listening to the piece, community members referred to comments made by children in the piece while deliberating the advantages of accepting the project in the school.

*  Visual Material 
Photographic documentation of project implementation and activities is continuously used in Melel’s reports to funders, in promotional materials (such as Melel’s new brochure) and in documents shared with other institutions. 


4.  Documentary Work in Institutional Capacity Building 

Last, but certainly not least, documentary work can be instrumental in helping organizations reflect on their institutional policies and practices:  that is, to get a fresh look on the work the do and the people they serve. If documentary work as advocacy is primarily about educating the “public” about social issues and the work of NGOs; documentary work as institutional capacity building is about educating field-workers about their own programming and beneficiary populations.  In advocacy, the primary audience is the “outsider”; the “insider” (i.e. those who conform the international humanitarian field) is secondary, given that she is taken to be already enlightened and sympathetic, to some degree, to the issue at hand.  In documentary work as institutional capacity building, the “insider,” the field-worker—the person on the ground working in projects with families and communities—is primary.  Documentary work becomes about a type of consciousness-transformation that directly impacts the implementation of NGO programming and the views of NGO staff.  It is directed to the theoretical and practical issues specific to the situation confronted by a given humanitarian program.

A key element in using documentary work for institutional capacity-building is the creation of institutional spaces in which documentary materials become part of formal training, reflection, planning, and evaluation processes.  Documentary materials cease to be “extras”--- attractive collections of videos, books, photos, or CDs that collect dust on shelves until a funder’s visit or conference or public event.  For many organization, the idea that staff have as much to learn from documentary materials as “outsiders” requires a fundamental paradigm shift.  

Another element required if documentation is to be helpful in institutional capacity building is that of mutual trust.  Confrontational elements are inherent to processes of self-reflection, internal evaluation, and personal and institutional growth.  Documentary work used for these purposes can be most effective if there is personal and professional trust among intervention project staff and documentation staff, which in turn lends itself to an open, non-confrontational atmosphere in which all staff members view documentation as a tool towards a common goal.

Projects

*  Participatory Evaluations

In Melel’s Calles project, documentary interviews are providing a means of exploring how the documentary medium can promote reflection among program staff.  In Calles (“Streets”), staff members go out to public urban spaces—plazas and markets—to teach reading and writing skills and promote reflection on self-esteem and culture among children who work in the streets.  The children in Calles were asked to participate in interviews, which ranged from twenty minutes to one hour long, that allowed them to evaluate the program in its positive and negative aspects.  Among others, the questions included the following:  What have you learned?  What do you like best about what we do?  What don’t you like about what we do together?  Can you come to program every day or are there days when you can’t come?  Why?  Is it better for us to speak in Spanish, in Tsotsil, or in both languages?  How do the children act during activities?  Has anything bad ever happened while we were working together? What can we change about the program to make it better?  The answers and commentaries shared by the children are thought-provoking insights into how Melel’s educational strategies are functioning “on the ground.” 

Methodologically, these interviews played with a line between documentation and evaluation.  Many times, evaluation with children may be a more structured process, or a time limited process.  It might be done in a group.  Or, it might ask for a written or drawn answer.  All of these may be limiting elements for children.  In this case, the open-ended documentary format allowed for a conversation to happen, which could be as brief or as long as the child desired, as factual or as anecdotal, as summarized or as explicit.  It could also be in either language (Spanish or Tsotsil) in which the child was most comfortable.  In this sense, the documentary interviews allowed for a profundity of communication that may or may not be easily achieved in more traditional evaluation formats. The children were also both challenged and delighted by the fact that their interviews were recorded with a professional “machine” and a large microphone.  Children know that media confers power:  somebody was paying attention, and in a big way.   

The documentary audio format was a large part not only of the children’s participatory experience, but also is a key element in considering this type of activity as an educational experience for staff.  Hearing children’s responses—the pauses, the rise and fall in voices, the tones and emotions—makes for a more immediate, provocative, and perhaps ultimately more revealing experience that were the same material presented on paper. 

Currently, we are editing the interviews into short sound pieces that group together children’s responses to each question.  The CD will be accompanied by a reflection guide that includes observations and questions about the issues evoked by the children in the sound pieces.  For example, one problem identified by the children—irregular attendance due to parental pressure to work—asks us to consider such questions as: What strategies can our programs implement with families so that an agreement is reached that allows children to balance responsibilities with free time to attend the program?   How is Melel disseminating information about our programs to communities in a way that encourages increased participation from families?  The CD and reflection guide will be distributed both to the Calles team as well as to Melel’s central coordinating committee as tools for an analysis of advances and future challenges in our programming. 


iv. final reflections

It is important to mention that the strategies shared in this report for each category are only a few of what may be nearly limitless possibilities. Most of the examples I offer are nearly all based in the mediums of collaborative documentary work and audio documentary—i.e. recorded interviews and sound—since these are the primary mediums in which I work.  To some degree the particular strategies mentioned lend themselves to audio work, since I was looking for products that were especially powerful in a “heard” medium.  Nonetheless, many of the same strategies can be modified for, and new strategies created specific to, video and photographic documentary work.  Part of the beauty of documentary is the malleability, the ubiquitousness, to some degree, of the medium:  where the imagination goes, it can follow. 

One principle that has been particularly helpful for us in Melel to understand is that a given set of documentary materials can cross categories:  that is, the same material can be used for various products.  One set of interviews can produce material for a “program spot” (reporting and public relations) as well as information for an internal participatory evaluation (institutional capacity building), and potentially, quotes for an educational material (education). In this case, it is in the editing process that allows material to be manipulated to serve a variety of purposes and be directed towards a number of different audiences. On the other hand, we have also encountered instances in which the documentary activity was structured in such a way that the information produced could be used for one purpose and not another.  (For example, an interview that was structured with only the idea of a “program spot” in mind was not comprehensive or probing enough to be used in an internal evaluation.)  Having conceptual clarity at outset of a documentary project can help institutions make the most of the dedicated time and resources.  The more creative and flexible we are in our thinking, the more possible the phrase “one process, many outcomes” becomes. 

In general we can say that quality documentary work can best be realized in an atmosphere filled with these qualities of creativity and flexibility, as well as with the attitude of collaboration.  In my case, my fellowship at Melel has gone as well as it has due in great part to the intellectual input, joint participation, and creative freedom offered to me by my colleagues.  At many points I benefited from their unqualified trust and support:  they were generous enough to give me the time I needed to explore different avenues for projects, without demanding that I be immediately productive.  Team members have recognized that I, working on documentation issues, have not only different immediate goals from the staff of the intervention projects, but also a different working manner.  In turn, it has been my job as a documentarian to develop a work plan that justifies and fulfills my place in the organizational structure, and that respects institutional values, working methods, and goals.  

In the end, any given organization has to evaluate individually what place documentary has as a strategy within their mission. For many organizations it continues to be a challenge to understand the role of documentary; for others, it may be require institutional time and resources that don’t exist in the present moment.  In this sense, the support of the Jennifer Jessica Cohen Foundation, the Lewis Hine Fellows Program, and the Bernard van Leer Foundation of documentary projects has been a crucial factor in enabling many organizations to appropriate and benefit from this tool.  I would argue that we have only begun to take advantage of the strengths of the documentary tool, and that innovation and expansion lie at our collective doorway.  Social documentary asks a viewer to look at life, to feel life, and potentially, makes the suggestion that the viewer can transform life, hers and or others’.  Ultimately, this may not be so different from the goal of humanitarian work, in its broadest dimensions...

